Western-Cullen-Hayes Inc.

Western-Cullen-Hayes is one of the oldest manufacturers in the railroad industry. For over 100 years the names "Hayes" and "Western" have been synonymous with quality.

Our extensive product line includes bumping posts, wheel stops, derails, switch point guards, and blue flag devices. We make power switch point and derail machines, the ELDO electric locking derail operator, manual bonding drills, rail benders and rail tongs. Flashing light signals, both incandescent and LED, the Model 3590 Series crossing gate mechanisms and mechanical and electronic bells are made at our Chicago, Illinois facility. We design and assemble PLC based industrial grade crossing and derail systems as well as radio controlled crossing signals and switch point machines.

Western-Cullen-Hayes products are unusually durable and easy to maintain, by design. Quality was an obsession with us before it became fashionable throughout the rest of our industry. Our on-going commitment to product improvement has lead to the development of a new low maintenance gate mechanism, a light weight portable derail, a solar powered derail operator and a switch machine with onboard programmable controller.

Western-Cullen-Hayes Inc. serves the Class 1, Regional and Shortline Railroad, Commuter and Mass Transit, as well as the Industrial and Contractor markets. Anywhere there are railroad tracks, Western-Cullen-Hayes products can be found.

What follows is a complete catalog of our products with ordering references and part numbers, as applicable. This catalog supersedes all other Western-Cullen-Hayes catalogs.